Description: “Virtual worlds are places of imagination that encompass practices of play, performance, creativity and ritual.” – Tom Boellstorff, from Ethnography and Virtual Worlds

The virtual is increasingly embedded into our everyday life. In-person social life is deeply inflected by what goes on online, and inversely — today’s social movements are a case-in-point. Today, vast domains of social life now take place online, mediated by for-profit platforms, cultural norms, and government policy. This course invites students to retool conventional ethnographic methodologies for the physical/virtual nexus by way of the senses.

Course Goals: This course has both practical and conceptual goals. (1) Students will develop an ethnographic methods portfolio, and in the process should begin to develop ethnographic research skills – ethics, fieldnotes, participant observation, interviewing, and multimodal ethnography. Building on a weekly ethnographic research method, students will learn to update and apply those skills to virtual/remote research, and (where possible) back again to the physical world. 2) Students should also recognize and begin to develop answers to conceptual questions that have been raised with respect to ethnographic research. These questions concern the nature of knowledge produced by ethnographic research: In what way can the qualitative be “objective?” Some questions concern the relationship between “being there” physically, and engaging virtually with others: How might the virtual/in-person distinction be useful for, or hinder ethnographic research? Other questions concern the social position of the researcher in ethnographic research: What is the power relationship between the researcher and the group being studied? (3) Students should learn to read ethnographic methods texts and distill questions of key relevance, teach their classmates about particular methods, try their hand at carrying out small-scale virtual/remote research exercises, and “write up” their findings onto a multimedia class portfolio.

Course requirements: To complete the course successfully students are expected to (1) Do the reading. (2) Attend and participate in class. (3) Complete the four assignments listed on the syllabus, which require you to prepare in advance and contribute to an in-class activity (Monday reading responses, Wednesday group teach-in (aka group presentation), Friday write-ups, Friday workshopping (aka individual presentation and feedback), (4) Drawing from your own Friday write-ups - to be submitted weekly - select and submit for publication one expanded and curated final "write-up" to be posted on a Class Portfolio. You will be graded on how well you master the practical skills and conceptual issues raised in the course. Primary evidence for this will be the weekly write-ups and final Class Research Portfolio (aka Class Blog) posts, but class participation and assignments will also provide relevant evidence.

Premises: Given the exceptional circumstances in which this course is being taught, a few premises help guide the arc of the course. (1) In order to do virtual ethnography, one must build on a foundation of "real world" ethnography. (2) Virtual (and especially remote) ethnography is a new frontier of methodological inquiry, presenting our class with an opportunity to contribute original knowledge to this conversation. (3) Due to the short, intensive, experimental nature of the class, it provides a far from exhaustive survey of emerging ethnographic methods. (4) The class is an invitation to, together, think critically about ethnographic methods by way of retooling them for the virtual world.

Weekly Assignments and Grading

Informed, cooperative participation [20 points]: Participation means attendance; it also means active, substantive contributions to discussion with zoom cameras on at all times during class. Attendance is required.
If you are forced to miss a class due to an extremely urgent or emergency situation, then you are required to post a reading response (1 page double spaced) on the class’s canvas discussion board. If no response is posted, or if the absence is unexcused, you will incur a 4 point deduction in participation grade.

**Monday weekly reading responses [5 points each]**: Reading responses for Monday’s readings are due Sunday by 8pm. Rigorous and critical engagement with the readings is expected. You will receive feedback on your responses by Weds.

**Wednesday group teach-in [one-time, 10 points]**: Pre-assigned groups of 4-5 students will prepare a lesson for classmates on the ethnographic method of the week. Classmates are expected to already be trying their hand with the method for Weds. The goal will be to further equip classmates for trying their own ethnographic exercise. Those who aren’t presenting are to post one paragraph with tips (what to look out for, what worked well, what didn’t work) for others on Canvas discussion board.

**Friday weekly Write-Ups [5 points each]**: “Write-ups” of ethnographic exercise (discussed Weds) due Friday by 5pm (to be posted on Class Blog (aka research portfolio)).

**Friday Workshopping [one-time, 10 points]**: 5-6 students will present their Write-Up for 10 minutes, followed by a 20 minute collective workshop intended to collectively brainstorm best practices, point out any ethical issues, and draw out further avenues for research.

**Final Class Portfolio Publication submission [one-time, 20 points]**: Students will further develop and expand upon a Friday Write-Up blog post. These final write-ups will, if accepted, be published on our class portfolio and will serve as a scholarly resource for the University of Chicago and the broader scholarly community.

**Weekly Class Progression (for M, W, F class arrangement):**
Required Texts:


COURSE READINGS

Unit 1: The Ethics and Politics of Ethnography


Suggested Readings:


Wednesday: Guest Speaker 1

Friday Write-up Prompt and Example: https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vRvB4OznprJLzgR5u7VMDXrEtffvzz1wVsmBtQuKFIQRXvZLYkFP-3Bsh-KdcvH4_GaKc_uv_haM-ZV/pub

Unit 2: Fieldnotes


Suggested Readings:

Wednesday: Guest Speaker 2

Friday Write-up Prompt:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTeChjJ0r7AuOiv93Qi4fRLZDvUxuLLyuAKUt1pCtYVv7ogqqWS6F8lLkelMippITnhWNGrbI5W/pub

Unit 3: Participant Observation


Suggested Readings:


Wednesday: Guest Speaker 3

Friday Write-up Prompt: https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTeChjJ0r7AuOiv93Qi4fRLZDvUxuLLyuAKUt1pCtYVv7ogqqWS6F8lLkelMippITnhWNGrbI5W/pub

Unit 4: Interviews

- Sunstein, Bonnie Stone, and Elizabeth Chiseri-Strater. 2011. *FieldWorking: Reading and Writing Research.* Macmillan. Chapter 5, excerpt (pp. 219-233). Box 20 (pp. 222-225), Box 22 (pp. 242-243)

Suggested Readings:


Wednesday: Guest Speaker 4
Unit 5: Multimodal Ethnography: Image, video, sound, text


Suggested Media:


Wednesday: Guest Speaker 5

Friday Write-up: [https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vSGH6DAwGk0cMjGaatdBpVu1bs6H2L000j8LzWWCX_RywBKSp0UVvbamjgRBMOfyGrR7dd3kbmN_1S7/pub](https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vSGH6DAwGk0cMjGaatdBpVu1bs6H2L000j8LzWWCX_RywBKSp0UVvbamjgRBMOfyGrR7dd3kbmN_1S7/pub)